
We all carry maps around in our head–maps of the home in which we live so that we
can walk through it in the dark, the route we’ve driven a hundred times to the grocery
store, and the pattern we mow on the lawn to get it done the quickest we can. We also
have maps of the workplace telling us where to find the tape, thumbtacks, and paper
clips, and where to file the time-off request. We have maps of the favorite vacations
we took, with all their special places. We even have maps of the neighborhoods in
which we grew up, no longer looking at all like they once did. We live in a material
world that our geographic maps make us able to navigate. Try landing in a strange
airport late at night to rent a car to get to a strange hotel in a driving rainstorm, and
you’ll appreciate the utility of those mental maps. We’re lost and helpless without
them.

But we also have maps for how the world works,
not just how it looks on its surface. A husband
learns the patterns of a wife to anticipate and
fulfill her needs. An employee learns the
expectations of a supervisor to do the job right. A
student learns a teacher’s preferences, while an
athlete learns a coach’s methods and routes. These
internal maps, though, also exist at higher levels.

How you interpret wins and losses, opportunities and challenges, reflects your
higher-order internal map. Do you take credit for wins and blame others for losses? Do
you rue your upbringing but credit your education? And do you turn from challenges
while taking the easy route? Your internal map either helps you or holds you back
when answering these questions.

At the highest level, though, is God’s map for meaning, influencing every other one of
your maps below it. If you see how God has placed you in the middle, mediating
heaven into earth, with time washing over your ordered space, while you move up or
down his mountain, then your lower-order maps will reflect God’s character. You will
accept blame while sharing credit. You will strive for good rather than dwell in evil.
And at the lowest level, your geographic map will look godly, too, from home to
school to work to church to play and rest, not into the dark backwaters and swampy
bayous. Know your maps, from highest to lowest.


